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ACSHA Members and A&R Gunworks of Hanover,PA
Membership in the Adams County Sport Handgunners Association also conveys the following to
ACSHA Members from A&R Gunworks of Hanover, PA:

● Purchase Tiers and Savings
● Savings in Ammo
● Reduced Background and Transfer costs for members
● Enhanced Membership Card and Holder purchase option for $10.00
● Reduced Class Costs

Reduced Class Costs
For ACSHA Members, any class offered by ARG would be discounted.

Enhanced Membership Card and Holder for $10.00
ARG can provide a laser engraved Membership Card on an 3x4” aluminum card, with the
members photo with a red lanyard and blue leather badge holder.

Purchase Tiers and Savings
We would offer a Silver, Gold and Platinum Purchase Tier program for Backgrounds, Transfers
and Firearm Orders. Spend a certain amount in one quarter, receive a discount the following
quarter. ARG can track customer spending within our POS system and will utilize standard
monthly quarter date periods (Jan-Mar, Apr-Jun, Jul-Sept, Oct-Dec)

Tier Amount Following Qtr. BG Following Qtr. Transfer

Silver $250.00 $20.00 $35.00

Gold $500.00 $15.00 $25.00

Platinum $750.00 $10.00 $15.00

Saving on Ammunition Purchases
Each member gets an ARG Ammo Card as part of their membership. Buy 10 boxes of any
ammo at regular price, get $10.00 off the 11th box at any time. 10% off any box after the 12th
one, and all amounts count towards the tier purchase amount.
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Reduced Background and Transfer Costs for Members
ACSHA members will get PICS background check costs at $20.00 rather than the regular
$25.00 if under the quarterly Tier limits on any firearm purchase or on PA person to person
handgun transfers. Transfers from out of state FFLs would be at $40.00 if under the quarterly
Tier limits.

Outdoor Show 2024 Receiving FFL
For ACSHA members who attend the 2024 NRA Great American Outdoor Show, and opt to
purchase a firearm from a wholesaler present at show rates, ARG will act as the receiving FFL
at no additional cost, other than the base transfer cost of $40.00. Details will be sent out soon
on this offer.

A&R Gunworks Information
Location:
A and R Gunworks
165 Dart Dr
Hanover, PA 17332

Phone Number:
717-634-5124


